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MOLECULAR PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
OF STROKE
STEVEN H. GRAHAM
ROBERT W. HICKEY

Cerebral ischemia occurs when the amount of oxygen and
other nutrients supplied by blood flow is insufficient to
meet the metabolic demands of brain tissue. In ischemic
stroke, the blood supply to the brain is disrupted by cerebrovascular disease. For decades, extensive research and clinical
approaches to combat stroke have focused on the vascular
aspects of cerebral ischemia. Therapeutic advances, including carotid endarterectomy, thrombolytic therapy, anticoagulation for cardiogenic stroke, antiplatelet agents, and the
treatment of risk factors such as hypertension and hyperlipemia, have had significant effects on the morbidity and
mortality of stroke.
The final event in cerebral ischemia is the death of neurons, resulting in irreversible loss of neurologic function.
The advent of animal and tissue culture models of ischemia
has led to many new insights into the mechanisms by which
ischemic neurons die. If ischemia is complete and prolonged, neuronal death is inevitable. However, it has become increasingly clear that many secondary biochemical
changes that exacerbate injury occur in response to the initial insult. In models of cerebral ischemia in rodents, as
much as 50% or more of ischemic brain may be spared
from infarction by preventing these secondary biochemical
events. Understanding of the mechanisms by which neuronal cell death takes place has resulted in a number of
therapeutic strategies that aim to prevent secondary biochemical changes and thus decrease the damage that results
from cerebral ischemia. These basic mechanisms may also
have relevance to other neurodegenerative diseases associated with excessive neuronal death.
This chapter summarizes many of the mechanisms that
have been demonstrated to exacerbate the neuronal death
caused by hypoxia and hypoglycemia. Ischemic neuronal
death may involve the activation of enzymes and receptors
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that are constitutively expressed in brain. These existing
receptors and enzymes do not require energy or the synthesis
of new protein to exacerbate necrotic cell death. New evidence suggests that ischemic injury may also be exacerbated
by the inducible proteins that mediate programmed cell
death. These mechanisms are appealing targets for therapeutic intervention because they may occur hours or days after
the initiation of ischemia.

CELL DEATH: NECROSIS VERSUS
PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH
It has been observed that an orderly expression of new gene
products is required to produce programmed cell death during development of the roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans
(1). This observation has led to intense interest in the hypothesis that the expression of similar death-promoter genes
could be important in the pathogenesis of human disease
(2). Support for this hypothesis is derived from the existence
of oncogenes, death-regulating genes that are either deleted
or overexpressed in cancer. Genetic mechanisms that control cell death are clearly relevant to mitotic cells in development, cancer, and the maintenance and turnover of regenerating adult tissues. Neurons may also die by these
mechanisms. A classic example is the withdrawal of nerve
growth factor from dorsal root sympathetic neurons that
results in delayed death, which requires the transcription of
new messenger RNA (mRNA) and the synthesis of new
proteins (3). Before their death, these neurons undergo morphologic changes associated with apoptosis (4), a term originally used to describe the morphologic characteristics associated with programmed cell death.
Programmed cell death is a mechanism by which the
organism can remove unnecessary or redundant cells during
development or in mature tissues where cell turnover is required. Programmed cell death has several key characteristics: (a) The death process is active, and the expression of
new proteins is often involved. (b) Cellular energy stores
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TABLE 92.1. CHARACTERISTICS OF NECROSIS AND PROGRAMMED
CELL DEATH
Necrosis

Programmed Cell Death

Process
Energy failure
Protein translation
Morphology
DNA fragmentation

Passive
Primary
Blocked
Coagulative necrosis
None or random, resulting in
either no migration or a
smear on DNA gels

Inflammation

Prominent

are normal until the final stages of cellular death; therefore,
energy failure is a late, secondary event in programmed cell
death. (c) The activation of endonucleases results in numerous double-stranded DNA breaks at the boundaries between
histosomes. The result is DNA fragments in multiples of
400 base pair size that produce characteristic ‘‘laddering’’
on DNA gels. (d) Morphologic changes characteristic of
apoptosis, including cytoplasmic and nuclear budding
(‘‘apoptotic bodies’’), are present. (e) In contrast to necrosis,
programmed cell death results in neuronal death with little
or no accompanying inflammation. Thus, ‘‘collateral damage’’ to neighboring cells is avoided.
In contrast to programmed cell death, necrotic cell death
is characterized by energy failure, which results in inhibition
of protein synthesis. Therefore, new gene products may not
be expressed. Histologic characteristics of necrotic cell death
are cytoplasmic and nuclear swelling, loss of integrity of cell
organelles, rupture of the cell membrane, and dissolution
of all cell structures. In vivo, necrotic cell death is often
accompanied by intense inflammation with recruitment of
inflammatory cells. This inflammatory response can injure
adjacent normal cells. The characteristics of programmed
cell death and necrosis are summarized in Table 92.1.

NATURE OF NEURONAL DEATH IN
CEREBRAL ISCHEMIA
In ischemia, a mismatch between energy supply and demand may result in energy failure. Without adequate energy, protein synthesis cannot occur, and the genes that
execute programmed cell death may not be expressed. The
predominant histologic feature of stroke is infarction. Infarction is synonymous with necrosis (i.e., cytoplasmic
swelling, dissolution of organelles and plasma membranes,
and inflammation are present). In the permanent middle
cerebral artery occlusion model in the rat, loss of glucose
utilization is rapid and complete within a few hours (5),

Active
Secondary
Exacerbates cell death
Apoptosis
Occurs at histosome boundaries,
resulting in multiples of 400
base fragments producing
laddering on DNA gels
Little or none

with little time or energy available for the synthesis of new
gene products. Thus, one would surmise that necrosis is the
primary mode of cell death in this model.
Under other circumstances, however, cerebral ischemia
may produce neuronal death with many of the characteristics of programmed cell death. In models of transient ischemia, for example, energy failure is transient, and neuronal death develops more slowly than in permanent focal
ischemia, with many features of apoptotic cell death. Under
these circumstances, cleavage of genomic DNA into fragments of various sizes on DNA gels, characteristic of programmed cell death, occurs (6,7). However, the most convincing evidence that the production of new gene products
may be important in the pathogenesis of neuronal death
after transient ischemia is that protein synthesis inhibitors
block delayed death of neurons (8–10). Thus, depending
on the duration and severity of ischemia, stroke may produce cell death with features of necrosis or apoptosis.

MECHANISMS OF NECROTIC CELL DEATH
The primary pathologic mechanism in stroke is the depletion of energy stores; however, considerable evidence indicates that excitatory amino acids (EAAs) exacerbate ischemic
injury. EAAs such as glutamate are released by approximately 40% of all synapses in the central nervous system
(11). Under physiologic conditions, EAAs participate in
many neurologic functions, including memory, movement,
sensation, cognition, and synaptic plasticity (12,13). However, EAAs can also have a pathologic effect. EAA-mediated
toxicity was first demonstrated by Olney and co-workers
(14) by peripheral administration of an EAA agonist that
selectively killed neurons in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus. These neurons contain high concentrations of
glutamate receptors. Choi (15) demonstrated that micromolar extracellular glutamate and other EAAs produce rapid
increases in intraneuronal cytosolic Ca2Ⳮ concentrations.
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This increase in intracellular calcium concentration is rapidly lethal to primary neuronal cultures. The importance
of calcium entry and excitotoxicity is supported by data
demonstrating a direct correlation between extracellular calcium stimulation and neuronal death following exposure to
glutamate (16).
The increase in intraneuronal Ca2Ⳮ in response to extracellular EAAs in vitro is mediated by the opening of a receptor-gated ion channel, the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
channel (17). The NMDA channel, named after its highestaffinity ligand, primarily gates calcium entry into the neuron. Treatment with antagonists that compete with glutamate and other EAAs for the receptor (competitive NMDA
antagonists) or antagonists that bind to the ion channel
itself (noncompetitive antagonists) can block calcium entry
into neurons and prevent cell death induced by glutamate
(18,19). Glycine is a co-agonist that is required in addition
to glutamate to open the NMDA Ca2Ⳮ channel (20). Antagonists that bind to the glycine site on the NMDA receptor also block excitotoxicity in vitro (21). In addition to
rescuing cells from EAA toxicity by blockade of the EAA
receptors, it is possible to rescue neurons in culture by removal of extracellular calcium and sodium from the culture
media following glutamate exposure (18). Conversely, inhibition of the sodium–calcium exchanger that normally facilitates extrusion of calcium results in an increase in neuronal
death (18,22). Similarly, dantrolene, which attenuates decompartmentalization of intracellular stores of calcium, can
reduce glutamate neurotoxicity in cortical neurons (23). Finally, neurons containing high concentrations of calciumbinding proteins, such as calbindin or parvalbumin, are rela-
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tively resistant to excitotoxic injury (24,25). These data provide compelling evidence that EAA-induced increases in intracellular Ca2Ⳮ are toxic to neurons in culture.
Compelling evidence is also available to indicate that
excitotoxicity mediated by the NMDA receptor contributes
to injury from cerebral ischemia in vivo. A rapid and large
increase in the concentration of extracellular amino acids
can be monitored by microdialysis after cerebral ischemia
(26). Although NMDA antagonists are not effective in
global ischemia models in which temperature is carefully
controlled (27), a large number of studies have found that
they decrease infarction volume in both permanent and
temporary middle cerebral artery occlusion models in rodents (28). Blocking the translation of a gene that encodes
a subunit of the NMDA receptor with intraventricular injection of antisense oligonucleotides also decreases infarction volume after middle cerebral artery occlusion in the
rat (29). These data and many other studies support the
hypothesis that excitotoxicity contributes to ischemic injury
in vivo.
Several calcium-dependent or calcium-induced enzymes
mediate the toxic effects of increased intracellular calcium
(Fig. 92.1). These include nitric oxide synthase, cyclooxygenase, phospholipase A2, and calpain 1. Calpain 1 is a
calcium-activated protease that has been specifically linked
to glutamate receptors in the rat hippocampus (30). Calpain
1 participates in the conversion of xanthine dehydrogenase
to xanthine oxidase, which metabolizes xanthine to its reactive oxygen species, superoxide (31). Similarly, phospholipase A2 is activated by calcium and facilitates the release of
arachidonic acid from injured cell membranes (32). Arachi-

FIGURE 92.1. Schematic diagram illustrating
the mechanisms by which ischemia and excitotoxicity injure neurons.
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donic acid is then metabolized by the enzyme cyclooxygenase into a prostaglandin, PGH2. The cyclooxygenase enzyme may produce a superoxide ion as a by-product of
arachidonic acid metabolism (33). In addition, intracellular
calcium can activate calcium-dependent isoforms of nitric
oxide synthase to produce nitric oxide (34). The nitric oxide
then combines with the superoxide produced as the byproduct of cyclooxygenase, xanthine oxidase, or other
sources to form the highly reactive species peroxynitrite,
which exacerbates tissue damage (35). Therefore, EAA-mediated elevation of intracellular calcium concentrations activates both cyclooxygenase and nitric oxide synthase, which
then synergistically contribute to ischemic brain injury
(36).
Extracellular EAAs may activate other receptors besides
the NMDA channel. EAA receptors can be categorized as
ionotropic or metabotropic receptors. Ionotropic receptors
are coupled directly to membrane ion channels, whereas
metabotropic receptors are coupled to G proteins and modulate intracellular second messengers such as inositol triphosphate, calcium, and cyclic nucleotides. More than 20
genes have been identified that encode subunits of these
receptors. The subunits combine in a variety of confirmations to yield receptors with specific pharmacologic and
electrophysiologic characteristics (37). Ionotropic receptors
can be categorized based on their sensitivity to the selective
agonists NMDA, AMPA (␣-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4isoxasole-proprionic acid), and kainate. The ionotropic receptors depolarize membranes by facilitating an influx of
positively charged ions. The NMDA receptor facilitates an
influx of both sodium and calcium, whereas the nonNMDA receptors (AMPA and kainate receptors) primarily
facilitate an influx of sodium. However, some of the kainate
and AMPA receptors are comprised of subunits that allow
calcium permeability (38). This may be relevant to ischemic
injury because in neurons after cerebral ischemia, glutamate
receptor 2 (GR2), a subunit necessary for non-NMDA re-

ceptors to exclude Ca2Ⳮ, is relatively depleted (39). Accordingly, these non-NMDA subunits may become calciumpermeable after ischemia. The metabotropic receptors may
also increase intracellular calcium by mobilizing calcium
from stores in the endoplasmic reticulum. Studies with antagonists of the metabotropic receptor show that, depending
on their subunit specificity, some, but not all, drugs of this
class are neuroprotective in models of focal ischemia (40,
41).
In addition to the direct downstream effects of enzymes
that are activated by elevation of intracellular calcium, a
number of complex interactions and positive feedback loops
augment the contribution of EAAs to ischemic brain injury.
For example, free arachidonic acid can potentiate NMDAevoked currents in neurons (42) and inhibit reuptake of
glutamate by astrocytes (43). In addition, platelet-activating
factor, a phospholipase A2 metabolite, can stimulate the
release of glutamate (44). Acidotic conditions favor the release of free iron, which can then participate in the metabolism of peroxide into the hydroxyl radical (Fenton reaction)
(45). In addition, glutamate can interfere with the function
of the cystine transporter. Inhibition of the cystine transporter results in decreased intracellular concentrations of
glutathione and diminished intracellular endogenous antioxidant stores (46).
In vivo, excitotoxicity may be ameliorated by additional
strategies besides inhibition of the NMDA receptor (Fig.
92.2). Glutamate release into synaptic cleft, where it interacts with EAA receptors, is primarily mediated by the release
of glutamate from the synaptic pool. Thus, a large component of excessive neuronal excitation may be the result of
synaptic release of EAAs. Neuronal depolarization of presynaptic neurons in turn depends on activation of nonNMDA receptor-gated channels and other depolarizing
neurotransmitter receptors. The excitatory action of depolarizing neurotransmitter receptors is countered by hyperpolarizing receptor-gated ion channels, such as the GABA (␥-

FIGURE 92.2. A simplified neuronal circuit diagram
illustrating the ion channels that determine the synaptic release of glutamate and intraneuronal Ca2Ⳮ
concentrations in response to ischemia. 1, N-methylD-aspartate (NMDA) receptor-gated ion channel; 2,
␣-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor-gated Clchannel; 3, voltage-dependent NaⳭ channel; 4, voltage-dependent Ca2Ⳮ channel; 5, non-NMDA receptor-gated ion channel.
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aminobutyric acid) receptor. Propagation of the action potential induced by depolarization of the neuronal cell body
requires voltage-dependent sodium channels. Finally, the
release of glutamate itself depends on P- and Q-type voltagedependent calcium channels. Glutamate release into the
synaptic cleft can bind to the NMDA receptor and open
the calcium channel. As a result, calcium enters the cell
driven by its concentration gradient. However, intraneuronal calcium may increase by other mechanisms. Postsynaptic voltage-dependent calcium channels may allow calcium entry into the neuron when cells are depolarized, and
glutamate released into the extracellular cleft may activate
non-NMDA receptor-gated channels and depolarize the
neuron. Also, NaⳭ may enter the cell via the NMDA receptor-gated channel and depolarize the neuron. Thus, excitotoxicity may be ameliorated at a number of sites in vivo.
Many drugs that can inhibit excitotoxicity at each of
these steps have been developed. GABA agonists such as
clomethazole have been shown to be neuroprotective in vivo
and are currently undergoing clinical trials (47,48). In rodent models of stroke, BW1003,619 and phosphenytoin
prevent prolonged opening of the voltage-dependent sodium channel, ameliorate increases in extracellular glutamate, and decrease infarction volume (49–51). Drugs that
prevent prolonged opening of P- and Q-type calcium channel antagonists are also neuroprotective in animal models
of stroke (52). In contrast to their very limited effects in
primary neuronal tissue culture models, non-NMDA antagonists are very effective in both global and focal ischemia
models in rodents. Indeed, such agents have a longer time
window of efficacy than do NMDA antagonists when administered after the onset of ischemia (53,54). Likewise,
voltage-dependent calcium channel antagonists are not effective in vitro; however, the voltage-dependent calcium
channel antagonist nimodipine is effective in reducing infarction volume in temporary focal ischemia in rats (55).
Blockade of excitotoxicity via all these pharmacologic
strategies has proved effective in temporary focal ischemia
models in rodents, the model that most closely resembles
human stroke. Unfortunately, results with these agents in
human trials have to date been very disappointing, for several possible reasons. First, drugs that affect neurotransmission in the brain have many undesirable side effects, which
in turn have led to reductions to doses that may have been
ineffective. Side effects include effects on respiration and
cardiac rhythm. In addition, agents that directly antagonize
the NMDA receptor may injure a circumspect population
of neurons in the cingulate and retrosplenial cortex in rodents (56), and may induce hallucinations and psychosis in
humans (57). Another obvious reason for the lack of efficacy
in these drugs in clinical trials is the time interval between
the onset of ischemia and the administration of drug. When
given before the onset of ischemia, these treatments can
spare 50% or more of ischemic rat brain tissue from eventual
infarction. When given after the onset of ischemia, they are
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progressively less effective; however, such agents are effective
up to 2 hours after the onset of middle cerebral artery occlusion in the rat. In the clinical trials, most patients were
enrolled 6 to 12 hours after the onset of ischemia, long after
the time that these drugs were effectively administered in
animal studies.
Whatever the reason for the failure of these anti-excitotoxic drugs in human trials, it has become clear that it may
be more practical to select treatment approaches that target
mechanisms that are active at longer intervals after ischemia.
Accordingly, efforts to understand the delayed mechanisms
of neuronal injury have been increased, in particular the
role of programmed cell death in ischemic neurons.
MECHANISMS OF PROGRAMMED CELL
DEATH
Many of the key molecular events in programmed cell death
have now been determined (Fig. 92.3). Just as calcium entry
into the neuron is a key step in excitotoxicity, the release
of cytochrome c from the mitochondria is a key event in
initiating apoptosis in many cell types. Cytosolic cyto-

FIGURE 92.3. A schematic diagram illustrating the molecular
mechanisms that control programmed cell death.
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chrome c complexes with APAF-1 and procaspase 9 (58).
As a result, procaspase 9 is cleaved into its active form,
caspase 9. Caspase 9 then cleaves and activates other caspases, including caspase 3.
Caspases are a family of proteases that play a key role in
executing programmed cell death. They were first identified
by their homology with CED3, the key gene that irreversibly
commits neurons in C. elegans to programmed cell death.
A dozen mammalian caspases have been identified that have
a variety of roles in executing programmed cell death and
other cellular functions. Among the caspases, caspase 3 has
the closest homology with CED3 and appears to play a key
role as the final committed step in programmed cell death.
Caspase 3 executes programmed cell death via cleavage of
many other proteins. These proteolytic targets of caspase 3
include cytoskeletal protein(s), DNA repair proteins such
as PARP, and other proteins (59). Caspase 3 also cleaves
ICAD, an inhibitor of CAD, an endonuclease that cleaves
DNA between histosomes. The result is cleavage of DNA
between histosomes, a hallmark of programmed cell death
(60).
The egress of cytochrome c from the mitochondria into
the cytosol is controlled by several mechanisms. Genes of
the bcl-2 family play an important role in controlling cytochrome c egress. Anti-apoptotic bcl-2 family members, such
as bcl-2 itself and bcl-x-long, inhibit the egress of cytochrome c (61,62). Pro-apoptotic members of the bcl-2 family, such as bcl-x-short and bax, can form dimers with themselves or with anti-apoptotic bcl-2 family members. The
balance between the pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic bcl-2
family proteins in the mitochondrial membrane determines
whether permeability of the membrane will increase to allow
egress of cytochrome c into the cytoplasm. Under some
circumstances, cytochrome c exits the mitochondria via the
mitochondrial permeability transition pore. This pore can
open in response to prolonged depolarization, produced by
such stimuli as an increase in intracellular calcium (63).
Furthermore, pro-apoptotic bcl-2 family members such as
bax may also interact with this pore (64). However, bcl-2
family members themselves may form pores in membranes
(65), and some evidence indicates that bax induces egress
of cytochrome c from the mitochondria independently of
the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (66). Initiation of the mitochondrial apoptosis is also controlled by
expression and translocation of other numerous bcl-2 family
members. For example, translocation of bax from the cytosol to the mitochondria initiates programmed cell death
(67). Bad is phosphorylated before being translocated to the
mitochondria (68). More than 20 additional proteins are
found in the bcl-2 family, including many that are also
involved in mitochondrial homeostasis. Thus, a key event
in apoptosis, egress of cytochrome c from the mitochondria,
is controlled by bcl-2 family proteins.
The molecular mechanisms by which programmed cell
death is initiated are numerous and complex. Programmed

cell death may be activated via cell surface receptors, including the Fas receptor and tumor necrosis factor-␣ (TNF-␣)
(69,70). Activation of these receptors triggers activation of
caspase 8, which in turn cleaves the bcl-2 family protein
bid (71). The cleaved bid then translocates from the cytoplasm to the mitochondria, where it initiates cytochrome c
egress (72). Other mechanisms by which the initiation of
programmed cell death is controlled include the ERK (externally regulated kinase) and JNK protein kinase cascades
(73). Finally, DNA base oxidation and other DNA damage
may initiate programmed cell death via expression of the
p53 transcription factor. These and other mechanisms may
be involved in the initiation of programmed cell death in
ischemic neurons.
PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH AFTER
CEREBRAL ISCHEMIA
Evidence indicates that many of the mechanisms that initiate programmed cell death are activated in ischemic neurons
under certain conditions. The mRNA of the Fas ligand is
induced by forebrain ischemia (74). Expression of the Fas
ligand and associated proteins and infarction volumes was
smaller in LPR mice that expressed a dysfunctional Fas ligand than in wild-type controls (75). The Fas receptor is
also up-regulated after cerebral ischemia in rat brain (76).
TNF-␣ mRNA transcription is induced as an early response
after cerebral ischemia (77). Expression of the TNF receptor
is also increased after cerebral ischemia (78). TNF-binding
protein, a protein that binds and inhibits TNF-␣, reduced
infarction volume after middle cerebral artery occlusion in
rats (79). However, ischemic injury was exacerbated in
TNF-␣-receptor null mice, which suggests that TNF signaling pathways may instead have beneficial effects in ischemic
injury under some circumstances (80). Caspase 8, which is
activated by both the Fas and TNF receptors, is expressed
and activated after cerebral ischemia (81). Changes in
expression and activity of both the ERK and JNK kinase
pathways occur following cerebral ischemia. The M-terminal kinases of c-Jun are activated after ischemia and phosphorylate c-Jun (82). The increased expression of ERK after
focal ischemia and inhibitor of NEK-1, another kinase in
the ERK pathway, protect the brain against focal cerebral
ischemia (83,84). Single-stranded DNA damage is an early
event in cerebral ischemia reperfusion injury and may trigger expression of p53 (85,86). Expression of p53 is induced
after cerebral ischemia (87).
A number of studies in cerebral ischemia support a role
for bcl-2 family genes in controlling ischemic neuronal
death. In rodent models of ischemia, anti-apoptotic members of the bcl-2 family, including bcl-2 and bcl-x long, are
expressed in neurons that are ischemic yet survive. Expression of pro-apoptotic members of the family, such as bax,
is increased in neurons that are ischemic and die, such as
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CA1 hippocampal neurons in models of global ischemia
(88,89). Overexpressing anti-apoptotic members of the bcl2 family protects neurons against ischemia. Transgenic mice
that overexpress bcl-2 in neurons have a smaller infarction
volume after temporary focal ischemia than do wild-type
controls (90). Similarly, overexpression of bcl-2 by means
of herpes simplex viral vectors protects neurons against ischemia in vivo (91,92). These studies show that overexpression of bcl-2 protein before ischemia is neuroprotective. To
address whether bcl-2 that is endogenously expressed after
ischemia has a protective role, antisense oligonucleotides
were used to prevent translation of bcl-2 induced after ischemia. Rats treated with bcl-2 antisense oligonucleotides
had a larger infarction volume than did rats treated with
sense oligonucleotides or vehicle after temporary focal ischemia. These results suggest that expression of endogenous
bcl-2 increases survival of ischemic neurons (93).
Abundant in vivo evidence also suggests that caspase activity exacerbates ischemic injury. Transgenic mice that express a dominant negative mutation of caspase 1 had smaller
infarctions than did their wild-type litter mates (94). Furthermore, intraventricular infusion of peptide inhibitors of
caspases decreased infarction volume in rats subjected to
temporary middle cerebral artery occlusion. These peptide
inhibitors of caspases also blocked damage in response to
injection of excitotoxins (95). Caspase 3 mRNA and protein
expression is induced in CA1 neurons after global ischemia.
Caspase 3 is activated, and treatment with a specific peptide
inhibitor of caspase 3 ameliorated neuronal death in the
global ischemia model (96). These and other studies support
a role for caspases in ischemic neuronal injury.
CONCLUSION
If ischemia is of long duration or severe, death is rapid and
necrotic. However, if ischemia is transient or incomplete,
the genes that execute programmed cell death may be activated. Which process occurs depends on the duration and
severity of the ischemic insult (97,98). In rodent models of
ischemia, the duration and severity of ischemia are controlled, so one can produce ischemic neuronal death with
either characteristic. Indeed, a spectrum of biochemical and
morphologic changes occurs with characteristics of both
death processes. In the human disease, the duration and
severity of ischemia depend on the exact location of the
arterial occlusion and whether or not reperfusion occurs.
Reperfusion can occur spontaneously or as the result of
thrombolytic therapy. Just as in the animal models, arterial
occlusions produce regions where blood flow is nearly completely absent, and also surrounding zones with incomplete
ischemia. Therefore, transient and incomplete ischemia occurs in the human disease and so provides the conditions
necessary for programmed cell death.
Our knowledge of the mechanisms by which ischemic
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neurons die has increased considerably. It is now clear that
the toxic effects of EAAs exacerbate injury resulting from
ischemia. Antagonizing excitotoxicity via a variety of approaches can ameliorate injury in animal models of ischemia; however, these treatments appear to be too toxic
and are effective for too short an interval after the onset
of ischemia to be practical treatments in humans. When
ischemia is transient or less severe, programmed cell death
is activated. These events occur hours or days after the onset
of ischemia and thus may be more practical targets for treatment. Further work is needed to determine the most effective and practical therapeutic strategies to prevent neuronal
death after ischemia.
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